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Toner reacTive Foils
     - DecalPro -

“TRF Sampler” (#1299)
All 20 Toner Reactive Foils (Metallic, 
Pigment and Special Effect) used  
to colorize black toner images, in-
cluding 2 special effect foils for full 
color images.

“TRF Flat-Paks” (#1202~1238)
Individual foil shades. Flat-Paks are 
a continuous 15’ length by 8” wide. 
(Mylar Carrier, below-right, is used 
for all dry-transfers created.)

Shown with Carrier Board supporting printed page 
ovelaid with foil, passing through the laminator.

• Metallic Foils:
 1: Red #1202
 2: Copper #1204
 3: Gold #1206
 4: Gold (Satin) #1208
 5: Green #1210
 6: Green (Satin) #1212
 7: Aqua #1214
 8: Blue (Cobalt) #1216
 9: Blue (Royal) #1218
 10: Purple #1220
 11: Fuchsia #1221
 12: Silver #1222
 13: Silver (Satin) #1224

• Pigment Foils:
 14: White #1227
 15: Gray #1228
 16: Black #1230

• Special Effect Foils:
 17: Clear Coat #1232
 18: Iridescent #1234
 19: Holographic Silver #1236
 20: Holographic Gold #1238

• Carrier Board “cover sheet”
 21:  Mylar Carrier foil #1201

Note: There are 2 silver-looking foils and they are used differently! “Foil 12” 
(SILVER #1222) is put on top of black toner images, but “Foil 18” (IRIDES-
CENT #1234) is put under color toner images the same way you would use 
“Foil 14” (WHITE #1226) as a color toner reflector. Also, “Foil 17” (CLEAR 
COAT #1232) is a sealant used over color toner and looks just like “Foil 21” 
(Mylar Carrier #1201).

UNPACK & HANG: It is easiest to unwrap and hang the foils vertically on a 
wall for easy access to the foil you need. Carefully unravel the entire set of 
foils & set the loose fiberglass Carrier Board aside. Lay this cover sheet over 
the chipboard stapled to the end of the foils and using a push-pin or tape, 
mount the foils to a wall with the RED foil to the front.

CARRIER BOARD SETUP: Cut off 12” of the clear Mylar foil “cover sheet” 
(last foil in the stack). Lay the foil over the 11” long Carrier Board - flush to 
the bottom of the board then wrap the remaining 1” around the top of the 
board. Center and secure this end with the blue tape. Do not use any other 
additional cover or “carrier” over this board. The 1/2mil Mylar film allows 
max heat & pressure to reach the foil to bond to the toner image.

CLEANING: Using the yellow “Tack Rag”, always wipe down the toner print 
and the back of the cut-to-size color foil before laying over the toner image. 
If micro dust particles land over a spec of toner it will raise the foil over it 
preventing the foil from fusing to the toner. This can be the cause of a little 
“pits” of black toner showing through the foil color after it has been trans-
ferred.

TRANSFERRING FOILS: Flip the Mylar Carrier foil back, lay the printed 
image face-up over the board and place the cut-to-size foil (color-side up) 
centered over the print and covering the print’s borders! Lay the Mylar 
smoothly back down and insert the wraped-around end of the board into 
the laminator. When the board is grabbed by the rollers, spread your fingers 
out over the Mylar film applying drag so the foil 
doesn’t wrinkle. Always make two passes through 
the laminator. Upon the second exit from the 
laminator, lift the Mylar Carrier and remove the 
foil/print off the board. Now peel the color foil 
back 180º over itself and discard. Voila!

Toner Reactive Foil Set w/Carrier & Cover

CONTENTS:
• Qty: 20 TRF Foils
• Size: 8” wide x 36” long
• Carrier Board & Tape
• 1/2mil Mylar Cover Sheet
• Tack Rag

ALL “PulsarProFX” PRODUCTS:

KITS:

 - PCB “Fab-In-A-Box” 50-1003

 - PCB “Fab-In-A-Box” (MINI kit) 50-1006

 - Combo (PCB + DecalPro) 50-1004

 - DecalPRO (10min Graphics) 50-1001

LAMINATOR:

 - Applicator (12” 120 vac) 50-1301C

SUPPLIES:

 - PAPER: Toner Transfer Paper 50-1101 

 - FOIL: GreenTRF (Etching) 50-1225

 - FOIL: WhiteTRF (Silkscreen) 50-1226 

 - FOILS: “DecalPro”   50-1201 ~ 50-1299

 - CARRIER BOARD: “DecalPro” 50-1503

COPPER CLAD: 8” x 10”

 - 2pk Rigid .032” Single Sided 50-1501

 - 2pk Rigid .032” Double Sided 50-1502 

 - 2pk Flex  .005” Single Sided 50-1504

 - 2pk Flex  .005” Double Sided 50-1505

COPPER CLAD: 6” x 8” 

 - 4pk Rigid .032” Single Sided 50-1507

 - 4pk Rigid .032” Double Sided 50-1508

 - 4pk Sampler (Mixed)... 50-1506

     (.005” SS+DS and .032” SS+DS)
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